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Abstract
In this paper we present the design and evaluate the performance of an autonomic workflow execution engine. Although there
exist many distributed workflow engines, in practice, it remains a
difficult problem to deploy such systems in an optimal configuration. Furthermore, when facing an unpredictable workload with
high variability, manual reconfiguration is not an option. Thanks
to its autonomic controller, the engine features self-configuration,
self-tuning and self-healing properties. The engine runs on a cluster of computers using a tuple space to coordinate its various components. Its autonomic controller monitors its performance and
responds to workload variations by altering the configuration. In
case failures occur, the controller can recover the workflow execution state from persistent storage and migrate it to a different
node of the cluster. Such interventions are carried out without
any human supervision. As part of the results of our performance
evaluation, we compare different autonomic control strategies and
discuss how they can automatically tune the system.

1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Workflow management systems are increasingly being
applied to domains beyond traditional business process automation. Examples include e-commerce [26, 24], virtual
laboratories [1], DNA sequencing [18], scientific computing [2, 17], and Grid computing [4]. More recently, the
idea of process-based Web service composition has gained
widespread acceptance [5, 16].
In all of these scenarios, workflow engines are used in
an open environment, where the characteristics of the workload are not known at the time the system is deployed. Thus,
e.g., it may be difficult to choose between a centralized solution or a distributed implementation of the engine. AlPart of this work is supported by a grant from the Hasler Foundation
(DICS Project No. 1820) and the Swiss Federal Office for Education and
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though a distributed engine may solve some of the scalability issues [3, 14], it opens up the problem of configuring the system in an optimal way. Considering the number
of parameters involved and the variability of the workload,
having a system administrator in charge of manually monitoring and reconfiguring the system does not seem a feasible
solution.

1.2 Related Work
Decentralization of workflow process execution is an important area of research. Typically this is done to support
business processes across companies without having to use
a centralized entity [6]. This type of process decentralization can lead to higher scalability but it also introduces several problems on its own such as the lack of a global view
over the process. It also does not address the scalability
and reliability problems per se since the problem is simply
translated to each node that executes parts of the process.
To address the afore mentioned problem, tools have been
proposed (e.g., GOLIAT [9]) which use the expected characteristics of the workload to make predictions about the
performance of a certain configuration of the engine. At
deployment time, this kind of tools help system administrators to determine interactively on how many resources the
engine should be distributed in order to achieve the desired
level of performance. As an extension of this approach, autonomic computing [12] techniques can be used to replace
such manual (and static) configuration steps. In [15] an
approach to self-optimizing computer systems has been developed. The approach uses an online control algorithm
which relies on workload prediction to optimally reconfigure a Web Server with respect to QoS goals over a limited
time horizon. The problem of adaptively replicating functionality to achieve higher throughput has also been identified by the database community (e.g. [10, 27]): unbounded
replication of functionality can lead to performance losses.
The challenge therefore is to replicate distinct functionality depending on the workload only when required. To the

best of our knowledge very little research has been published towards applying autonomic computing principles in
the context of distributed workflow engines.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we discuss the requirements for the design
of an autonomic workflow engine. In Section 3 we outline the architecture of the system and show how it fulfills
the requirements of self-configuration, self-tuning and selfhealing (Section 4). In Section 5 we present an extensive
performance evaluation. We conclude in Section 6.

1.3 Contribution
Our goal is to add self-tuning and self-configuration capabilities to a distributed workflow engine so that it can dynamically determine its configuration automatically by taking into account measurements of its performance under the
actual (and unpredictable) workload. Furthermore, thanks
to the self-healing capabilities of the system, it is not required to allocate resources to the engine on a permanent
basis, as the autonomic controller can grow and shrink the
system dynamically using whatever resources are available
at the moment. The system has been implemented as an extension to the JOpera engine [20]. JOpera is a Java based
service composition tool that combines a workflow engine
with an open architecture to provide support for Web service composition, Grid computing and specialized workflow engines [22]. With the extensions described in this
paper, JOpera can be initially deployed as a centralized engine and gradually evolve to a distributed engine as the load
increases. Similarly, it can revert to a centralized configuration once the load decreases. This is possible thanks to
the flexible architecture we propose: components can be deployed on a different node of a cluster and controlled independently. Furthermore, key system modules (e.g., the ones
responsible for process navigation and task invocation) can
be replicated to handle large workloads. Other components
(e.g., the autonomic controller itself) can be paired with a
backup to achieve fault tolerance. An important additional
feature we propose in this paper is that the autonomic controller can be configured by selecting different reconfiguration strategies at a high level of abstraction. Each strategy
defines the information to be collected while monitoring the
system, the set of available reconfiguration actions and how
they should be applied to adjust the system’s configuration.
This allows JOpera to react dynamically to load changes
rather than using static analysis to reach an optimal configuration [9].
With this, the key contributions of the paper include: (1)
the novel system architecture, which is generic and can be
adopted by many engines operating under different models
and languages (e.g., BPEL [13], XL [7]); (2) the resulting
scalability and fault tolerance, which make JOpera flexible
enough to support the very large loads present in computational applications and large scale Web service composition; (3) the independence of the underlying workflow
model, which make JOpera easily extensible to support
many different kinds of services [21], thereby becoming an
ideal vehicle for building service oriented middleware platforms.

2 System Background
In this section we describe the potential selfmanagement capabilities of an autonomic workflow
engine. We also describe the type of processes and
deployment environments we are targeting.

2.1 Requirements
To support autonomic behavior, the workflow execution
engine must feature self-configuration, self-tuning and selfhealing capabilities.
Self-configuration entails switching the system’s configuration on the fly without manual intervention and, most
importantly, without disrupting the system. This requires
the workflow execution engine to provide mechanisms to
expose the state of its configuration as well as to support
means to dynamically and efficiently change the configuration.
The self-tuning capabilities should ensure that system
reconfiguration leads to a configuration which is optimal
given the current workload. In order to enable self-tuning
capabilities the workflow engine must give access to its internal state such that control algorithms can analyze current
and past performance information in order to plan configuration changes in response to the current workload. Our
assumption is that the characteristics of the workload affect
the system’s performance and that the self-tuning algorithm
can optimally adapt the system to the workload by monitoring key performance indicators.
Finally, the system also needs to provide self-healing capabilities [25]. This means that it should be able to detect
configuration changes due to external events, such as failures of nodes. If a discrepancy between the model of the
configuration and the actual configuration is detected, the
self-healing functionality should perform the necessary recovery actions. From this, we identify the requirement to
support mechanisms for detecting failures and configuration
changes of the cluster and to query the workflow execution
state in order to determine how the running processes have
been affected.
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2.2 Workload Assumptions

Workflow Engine API

The workload is assumed to be a collection of concurrent workflow processes. In general, users may define an
arbitrary process and initiate its execution at any time. In
our evaluation we focus on a worst case scenario where
many processes are submitted for execution simultaneously.
However, neither the size nor the structure of the processes
is taken into account when designing the self-tuning algorithm, which should be able to deal with the execution of
any process that can be normally submitted to the engine.
Furthermore, in this paper we do not deal with workload prediction issues. Our autonomic engine is purely reactive in that it observes the current load and reacts to it. A
pro-active system would try to anticipate workload changes
before they occur [23]. Since JOpera collects a detailed history of past executions, a data mining algorithm could analyze it and use it to predict future workflow arrival times.
We will pursue that option as part of future work.
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Figure 1. Logical architecture of the JOpera
distributed workflow execution engine

2.3 Deployment Environment
We assume that JOpera runs on a dedicated cluster of
computers and can use these resources exclusively. With
this assumption, the main goal of the autonomic features is
to ensure the optimal configuration of the cluster. This requires both efficient resource utilization as well as a good allocation of the available nodes to the different system components. The assumption of a dedicated cluster does not
imply that the cluster configuration is static. Clearly, the
pool of nodes assigned to the engine can change over time
and, as in every cluster-based system, nodes may fail. In
practice, the system could be extended to use shared nodes
that are also used for other purposes. However, this is a resource management problem orthogonal to the autonomic
issues we want to explore in this paper.

The engine API queues such requests into the process execution requests space (or process space). As shown in Figure 1, these requests are handled by the navigator, which 1)
creates a new workflow instance into the process execution
state space and 2) begins with the actual enactment of the
workflow. To do so, the navigator uses the current state of
the execution of a process to determine which tasks should
be invoked next based on the control and data flow dependencies that are triggered by the completion of the previous
tasks. Once the navigator determines that a certain task is
ready to be invoked, the corresponding tuple is stored in the
task execution request space (or task space).
The invocation of the tasks is managed by the dispatcher
component. The name of this component is derived from its
function of executing tasks by dispatching messages to and
from the corresponding service providers. These include,
e.g., worklist handlers for tasks that should be carried out
by human operators, but also standard compliant Web services, as well as many other kinds of services [21]. After
the execution of the task has been finished, the dispatcher
notifies the navigator through the event space. More precisely, the dispatcher packages the results of the invocation
into a task completion tuple, which is posted into the event
space. Such tuples are then consumed by the navigator in
order to update the state of the execution of the corresponding process and carry on with its execution.
The main reason for separating the execution of the
workflows from the execution of their tasks lies in the observation that these operations have a different level of granularity. It is to be expected that the execution of task performed by the dispatcher may last significantly longer than

3 System Architecture
In this section we describe the main features of JOpera’s
architecture that are used to implement autonomic behavior
(JOpera is publicly available [20]).

3.1 Workflow Execution
Workflow processes (or workflows) model the interactions between different tasks by defining the data flow and
control flow between them. The data flow defines data exchanges between tasks whereas the control flow constrains
the order of task invocations [8].
The execution of a process begins with a request sent
through the corresponding API of the engine. Processes
can be started by users or invoked from other processes.
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the time taken by the navigator for scheduling it. With our
approach, the platform supports the parallel invocation of
multiple tasks belonging to the same process. Furthermore,
a slow task does not affect the execution of other processes
running concurrently because these two operations are handled asynchronously by different threads. This is already an
important departure from existing workflow engines where
navigation and dispatching are serially executed by a single
thread.
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Figure 2. Layers of caching between each
thread and the global tuple space

Decoupling process navigation from task invocation enables the system to scale along two orthogonal directions.
In case a large task invocation capacity is required, the dispatcher thread can be replicated across multiple nodes to
manage the concurrent invocation of multiple tasks. Likewise, if many processes have to be executed concurrently,
the navigator can also be replicated. The resulting pool of
navigator and dispatcher threads are loosely coupled by using tuple spaces as depicted in Figure 1. We have chosen to
use tuple spaces primarily for their persistent data storage
capabilities as well as for the simple API provided. This
way, navigators generate tuples containing task execution
requests which are consumed by the dispatchers. Similarly,
dispatchers send tuples back to the navigators to notify them
of the results of the invocations. Thus, it is possible to
scale the system to run on a cluster of computers, as navigators and dispatchers can be physically located on different
nodes. However, at most one thread (dispatcher or navigator) is running on a node at a given time.
Thanks to the flexibility provided by tuple spaces, it becomes feasible to dynamically reconfigure the system, as
the number of navigators and dispatchers can be increased
or decreased without having to stop the whole system. To
do so, the system offers a reconfiguration API that makes it
possible to control which thread is running on each node of
the cluster. Tuple spaces also offer a convenient mechanism
for instrumenting the system in order to gather performance
information that can be fed back into the self-tuning algorithm of the autonomic controller.

tuple space server on each node of the cluster. One of the
replicas is then configured to act as the global space, while
all of the others are considered to be local with respect to
the thread that is running on a particular node (Figure 2).
When a tuple is written by a thread, its destination is
chosen in order to place it as closely as possible to the consumer. Thus, if a navigator posts an event to itself (e.g.,
when a workflow calls another workflow), the corresponding tuple is written in the local memory cache. However, if a
dispatcher should notify a navigator of a completed task execution, the dispatcher will write a tuple in the space which
is nearest to the receiving navigator, i.e., its local one. In all
other cases the tuple is written in the global space. With the
added complexity of maintaining a routing table which defines in which space the tuples should be written into, these
optimizations help to reduce the load on the global tuple
space [22].
This routing table is also used when reading tuples. In
order to increase the throughput of the threads, each thread
pre-fetches into its memory cache all relevant tuples, which
are located both in the local and global spaces. This way,
the tuples are immediately available when a thread is ready
to take one.

3.3 Scalable Workflow Execution

The routing table contains a mapping between the ID of
a process instance and the address of the node on which the
navigator thread executing this process instance is located.
This mapping is created when a navigator thread first begins running a particular process and is removed when the
process is finished. However, if a system reconfiguration
occurs and a navigator thread should be stopped, such mapping is also temporarily removed so that tuples are routed
to the global space until the process execution is migrated
to a different node. Also in this case, all cached tuples are
flushed to the global space.

Although tuple spaces offer good abstractions for decoupling and replicating the navigator and dispatcher threads,
they pose a potential scalability bottleneck [19]. To address
this problem, we use several layers of caching between
the tuple space and the threads producing and consuming
tuples. As this optimization affects the self-configuration
mechanisms, in this section we describe it in more detail.
Instead of running only one tuple space server on a dedicated node, the distributed workflow engine replicates such
4

4 Autonomic Capabilities

of growth of the task space exceeds a certain threshold.
Similarly, if the size of the process space increases, additional navigator threads should be started in order to execute the newly started processes. Given the limited number
of available resources, the optimization strategy must determine how many nodes should be allocated to run navigators
and how many should run dispatchers threads. Therefore, in
case there are no idle nodes left, a navigator (or dispatcher)
thread needs to be stopped in order to free a node for starting a dispatcher (or navigator). Stopping a navigator implies less task production capacity and starting a dispatcher
means more task consumption capacity. Thus, switching
from a navigator to a dispatcher thread effectively reduces
the growth of the task space. Conversely, if all navigators
are busy handling task completion notifications, the size of
the process space will grow and additional navigators are
required to execute the newly started processes.

In this section we describe the design of the autonomic
controller of the workflow engine. Figure 3 shows its
main components (self-tuning, self-configuration, and selfhealing) and the interactions between them.

4.1 Self-Tuning
The self-tuning component is responsible for determining whether the current system configuration is optimal. In
case an imbalance is detected and a change of configuration
is needed, the self-tuning component submits a reconfiguration plan to the self-configuration component. To do so, the
self-tuning component acts upon three different strategies.
The information strategy describes which performance indicators should be monitored in order to enhance the overall performance of the system. The optimization strategy
defines how to achieve an optimal configuration, i.e., an
optimal partitioning of the cluster between navigator and
dispatcher threads. The selection strategy describes how to
map the reconfiguration decision onto the cluster.

4.1.3 Selection Strategy
Once the optimization strategy has determined the new configuration of the system, the selection strategy compares the
new configuration with the current one in order to establish
what nodes and threads should be affected by the planned
configuration change.

4.1.1 Information Strategy
By considering the architecture of the workflow engine
(Figure 1), there are several points that can be instrumented
to provide performance indicators. For example, since
the navigator and dispatcher threads communicate asynchronously through tuple spaces, it is possible to sample
the current space size in order to detect whether the system
is balanced. In case the size of the space grows, it is likely
that there are not enough consumers processing its tuples
and too many producers of tuples. Conversely, if the size of
a space decreases, there may be too many consumers (or too
few producers). The information strategy therefore defines
that the variation in the size of the tuple spaces of tasks and
processes should be monitored to detect imbalances in the
system’s configuration.

Arriving at a concrete configuration that is to be submitted to the self-configuration component from an abstract
configuration plan is done by prioritizing nodes according
to how well suited they are for a configuration change. If
there are idle nodes available and threads need to be started,
the idle ones get the highest priority and are selected for the
configuration change. Similarly, if there are more threads
than necessary, idle threads should be the ones stopped.
However, if all threads are busy and there are no more idle
nodes, some need to be selected in order to apply the configuration change. For example, if an additional navigator
thread needs to be started, a dispatcher thread will have to
be stopped and vice versa.

4.1.2 Optimization Strategy

Stopping non-idle threads may be expensive and the selection strategy therefore needs to take this reconfiguration cost into account when deciding which thread should
be stopped. The simplest selection strategy chooses the
threads randomly, regardless of the resulting rescheduling
overhead. However, we also experimented with a smart selection strategy that chooses threads with the goal of minimizing the overhead caused by rescheduled tasks and processes. In this case, threads are further prioritized by the
number of tasks (or processes) that they are currently executing. With this heuristic, threads which are running many
processes (or many tasks) are less likely to be interrupted,
thus less work will have to be migrated to a different node.

The goal of the optimization strategy is to establish a configuration such that the number of navigator and dispatcher
threads is balanced. Since navigator threads produce task
invocation requests and dispatcher threads consume them,
the task tuple space is solely influenced by the internal system’s configuration defined in terms of the number of dispatchers and navigators. This does not hold for the process
tuple space where processes are submitted by the API and is
therefore subject to external influences which are independent of the configuration of the system.
The optimization strategy thus defines that the number
of dispatcher threads needs to be increased when the rate
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grating the state of a process is done by flushing the locally
cached state into the global tuple space so that a next navigator can pick it up and resume working on it. All cached
events which the navigator has not yet processed will also
be transferred into the global tuple space. Furthermore,
events that may be triggered by dispatcher threads executing task invocations that belong to a process that is about to
be migrated, are redirected to the global event tuple space.
Stopping Dispatcher Threads: In contrast to stopping navigators, stopping a dispatcher thread is more difficult. Dispatcher threads are executing tasks that may involve the invocation of a local application or the interaction with a remote service provider on the Web. In some cases, it may
not be possible to transparently interrupt such executions.
Processes can contain metadata that define whether a task is
repeatable, which can be used under these circumstances to
choose the appropriate method.
More concretely, we take this into account by providing different methods of stopping a dispatcher thread. The
kill method immediately stops all active task executions
in progress on a particular dispatcher thread and ensures
that all task invocations will be repeated on a different dispatcher thread by placing the corresponding tuple back in
the task space. Repeating all tasks which have been executing introduces some overhead as the process execution is
delayed. Clearly, this method can only be applied to repeatable or resumable tasks which are more likely to be found
in scientific computing applications.
The stop method immediately ceases to take tuples from
the task space. As a consequence, no new tasks will be
started, but the dispatcher will wait for all task executions
to finish before stopping. This method has the disadvantage
that – as long as all tasks have not finished their execution –
the node is not immediately available for starting a different
thread. A dispatcher thread executing tasks which both require stop semantic and allow kill semantic, may only be
interrupted using the stop method. The engine therefore
schedules tasks with kill semantics on specific dispatcher
threads which can then be stopped immediately allowing
faster reconfiguration of the system.
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Figure 3. Interaction between the components of the autonomic controller

4.2 Self-Configuration
As outlined in the previous section, the self-tuning component suggests a new, optimal configuration for the cluster.
It is up to the self-configuration component to execute the
actual reconfiguration of the cluster. For this purpose the
self-configuration component captures the current configuration of the cluster and applies changes to it. Implementing
the new configuration requires time and the result may not
be available immediately.
In order to execute the reconfiguration plan, the selfconfiguration component uses a closed feedback-loop controller that takes as input the suggested configuration of the
self-tuning component as well as the current configuration,
as it is reported by the self-healing component. As threads
are being stopped (or started) on remote nodes, this component periodically checks the progress of these reconfiguration actions and ensures that the new configuration is
reached. If, in the meantime, the self-tuning component has
suggested another reconfiguration plan, the execution of the
current one will be interrupted.
4.2.1 Reconfiguration Actions

4.3 Self-Healing

The self-configuration component can alter the configuration in the following ways:
Starting Threads: In order to start a thread on a particular node, the JOpera API first needs to be started. The API
waits for start and stop commands sent to it. Starting dispatcher and navigator threads can be done as long as the
node is idle. The self-configuration component only needs
to issue the start command on the node and the according
thread will start working immediately.
Stopping Navigator Threads: Stopping a navigator thread
entails migrating the state of the processes the navigator
thread is working on and redirecting associated events. Mi-

The task of the self-healing component is to ensure that
the workflow engine remains in a consistent state in spite
of external events affecting its configuration. To do so, the
component periodically monitors the nodes of the cluster,
checks their availability and compares their state with the
information stored in the configuration space. In addition to
this pull strategy, we also keep the configuration information up-to-date by having the newly started threads register
with the configuration state autonomously. A failure is thus
detected as a mismatch between the known configuration
6
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and the actual configuration of the cluster. If a failure occurs, the component ensures that the affected processes and
tasks are correctly recovered by the rest of the workflow
engine. More precisely, failures are handled differently, depending on what kind of thread has failed.
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Handling Dispatcher Thread Failures: In case a dispatcher
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tasks currently assigned to the failed thread. These tasks are
automatically restarted by resubmitting the corresponding
task into the task execution request space. This recovery
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self-configuration component kills a dispatcher in order to
reconfigure the system. Also in that case, some tasks may
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Handling Navigator Thread Failures: Should a navigator
thread fail, the state of the execution of the process is still
available in the global process execution state space because
the navigators perform work only on a cached copy of the
state. The self-healing component can recover the processes
by simply removing their entries in the tuple routing table
which point to the failed navigator. This way, all pending
events can be routed through the global space until another
navigator becomes available to process them.
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Figure 4. Time required to execute two different workloads of 1000 processes using all
possible static configurations

5.2 Base line
In this section we motivate the need for an autonomic
controller by showing that the optimal configuration of the
engine is highly sensitive to the workload. Furthermore,
we use these results to validate the self-tuning component,
which should dynamically find the optimal configuration so
that the self-configuration component can correctly configure the system.
JOpera can also be configured statically. In this case, the
number of dispatchers and navigators is fixed and no dynamic changes will be applied at runtime as the autonomic
controller is disabled. In order to determine the optimal
static configuration for a given workload, we have carried
out a series of experiments using different configurations in
order to determine the configuration which minimizes the
response time of the system. Figure 4 depicts the total execution times of two different workloads: 1000 concurrent
processes containing 10 parallel tasks of duration of 0 seconds (workload 0) and 1000 processes containing 10 parallel tasks of duration of 20 seconds (workload 20). A total
of 15 nodes were used in the experiments and all possible
configurations starting with 14 navigators and 1 dispatcher
up to 14 dispatchers and 1 navigator were tested.
The results of experiments in Figure 4 and 5 clearly illustrate that the optimal configuration for the two workloads is
not the same. For workload 20, the optimal configuration is
the one using 9 dispatchers and 6 navigators while for workload 0 the best configuration is the one using 5 dispatchers
and 10 navigators. On the one hand, Figure 5 shows that –

5 System evaluation
The goal of the system evaluation is to analyze the autonomic capabilities of the workflow engine. In particular, we
want to explore how the system adapts to different workload
conditions automatically and how it reacts to failures. In the
first part we study how, given a workload as described in
Section 2.2, the autonomic controller reconfigures the system optimally by using the self-configuration as well as the
self-tuning component. Then we present an interesting selfhealing result where the engine not only recovers the execution of its tasks, but can also re-balance its configuration
to optimally use the nodes which remain available after a
failure.

5.1 Experimental Setup
For the experiments, JOpera has been deployed on a
cluster of up to 20 nodes. Each node is a 1.0GHz dual P-III,
with 1 GB of RAM, running Linux (Kernel version 2.4.22)
and Sun’s Java Development Kit version 1.4.2. One additional node was allocated to the global tuple space server,
running IBM’s T-Spaces v2.1.3 [11].
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Figure 5. Speedup relative to the slowest configuration (D=1, N=14) of Figure 4 achieved
using all possible configurations
grows) and instantiated and executed by navigators (the
curve drops). It also directly reflects the workload which
is applied to the system, which – in this experiment – consists of two peaks with varying characteristics.
The first peak occurring at t=0 consists of 1000 processes
which execute 10 parallel tasks having a duration of 0 seconds. The characteristic of the processes requires more navigators than dispatchers to be started: since the tasks can be
executed in virtually no time, the dispatchers can execute
many tasks in a given period of time. As the dispatchers can
handle a lot of tasks, there is a need for a significant number of navigators handling their completion notifications as
well as issuing new ones.
As can be seen in Figure 7c, the controller configures the
system accordingly by allocating only up to 5 dispatchers,
while using the rest of the nodes to run navigators. This
configuration will change as the second peak hits the system at t=120s when the number of processes that still wait
to be executed is already declining. As can be seen in Figure
7a, in response to this peak, the number of process execution requests waiting in the tuple space grows as the new
processes are fed into the system.
As these processes begin their execution, the size of the
task tuple space also starts to increase as a result (Figure
7b). This can be explained by the different characteristics
of the second peak. Although it still comprises of 1000
processes, executing 10 parallel tasks, the task duration has
now been set to 20 seconds. Thus, more dispatchers are required, as tasks now take longer to run. Between t=150 and
t=200, the controller attempts to balance a system which
lags behind both in the execution of processes (at t=200, the
number of waiting processes peaks at almost 1000) and in

in the worst case – the penalty of a misconfigured system
is a factor of 5 in performance. On the other hand, if the
system is optimally configured to handle one workload, its
performance will suffer when it is subjected to a different
one.
This is shown in Figure 6 (right two columns), where we
take both of the optimal configurations and use them to run
a combined workload of two peaks separated by 120 seconds, the first consisting of workload 0 and the second of
workload 20. With the configuration optimal for running
workload 0, the time is 826 seconds, while the other configuration is faster with only 758 seconds.

5.3 Autonomic Behavior
Figure 7 shows the behavior of the system as it automatically adapts its configuration to different workloads.
We first describe the trace of one experiment, obtained by
sampling various performance indicators and logging their
values at regular intervals (every second). Then, we compare different selection strategies combined with a different choice of reconfiguration actions to determine the corresponding reconfiguration overheads.
5.3.1 Self-Configuration
Figure 7a shows the size of the process execution requests
tuple space over time. This gives a good overview of the
rate at which processes are queued to be started (the curve
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Figure 7. Autonomic Controller reconfiguring
the system as workload changes
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Figure 8. Autonomic Controller healing the
system as nodes are added and removed

the execution of tasks. Thus, the configuration does
not change significantly. Once all processes have been
queued, Figure 7c shows that actual reconfiguration starts
after t=200. More precisely, the self-tuning algorithm detects the imbalance and begins to steadily increase the number of nodes allocated to the dispatcher threads, while reducing the number of navigator threads. The configuration
eventually stabilizes after t=400s. The system is balanced
again, as Figure 7b shows: the number of tasks remains
stable (4000) indicating that the number of consumers (the
dispatchers) is balanced with the number of producers (the
navigators).
At t=521, all processes have been started and thereby all
the contained tasks have been put into the task execution
request space. The number of tasks in the space steadily
decreases thereafter. At second 691 all tasks have been
executed and the controller stops the dispatchers as they
become idle. Shortly afterward, the number of navigators
reaches zero, because the self-configuration component also
stops these threads as they become idle.

does not happen immediately. Instead, the dispatcher must
wait until the longest task has been executed. In case of
our experiments with tasks lasting up to 20 seconds, in the
worst case reconfiguration was delayed by 20 seconds.

5.4 Self-Healing
The goal of the self-healing experiment is to demonstrate
the ability of the system to react to external changes affecting the configuration of the cluster. In this experiment the
system is initially configured to use 15 nodes. Then, in order to replace 5 of the nodes assigned to it, 5 additional
nodes are added and a bit later a different group of 5 nodes
is removed. Towards the end of the experiment, the newly
added nodes fail.
This time the workload consists of four peaks of 500 processes occurring every 100 seconds. Each of the processes
consist of 10 parallel tasks of 10 seconds duration. Starting with 15 nodes, the cluster has been grown to 20 nodes
at t=90 and has then been reduced by 5 nodes at t=140 and
again by 5 nodes at t=230. When the cluster grows by 5
nodes at t=90, the system instantly uses the additionally
available nodes by increasing both the number of dispatcher
as well as the number of navigator threads. The increase
of the number of dispatchers leads to a the task space being empty temporarily at t=100 as can be seen in Figure
8b. The task space is filled again soon because the process
space starts to grow when the second peak of the workload
is fed into the system.
At t=140 5 nodes running dispatchers are removed from
the cluster. Because there is still the same number of navigators producing tasks but a smaller number of dispatchers
consuming them, the task space starts to accumulate tuples
at t=150 due to this imbalance. The system subsequently
adapts to this situation by stopping navigators and starting dispatchers again between t=155 and t=170 as can be
seen in Figure 8c. The growth of the task space slows down
shortly after the system has readjusted the configuration.
Figure 8d illustrates the recovery actions performed by
the self-healing component: at t=140 five dispatchers are
stopped and therefore the tasks that were currently running
are automatically rescheduled. Navigators were stopped
when the system adapts to the new conditions and their processes were rescheduled shortly after t=150.
The third configuration change at t=230 also involves
the loss of 5 dispatchers. The system reacts consistently.
Reducing the dispatchers while leaving the number of navigators leads to a growth of the task space which in turn
triggers a reconfiguration. The system will subsequently reduce the number of navigators and increase the number of
dispatchers. This change in configuration will again contain the growth of the task space. The change of the configuration can again be observed in Figure 8d where after the

5.3.2 Reconfiguration Overhead
Figure 7d shows the reconfiguration overhead. Whenever
a navigator is stopped, the cached state of its processes is
transferred into a global tuple space waiting for a next navigator to pick it up. More significant is the overhead introduced by stopping dispatchers. If a dispatcher is stopped,
all tasks it has been executing are stopped and need to be
repeated leading to a delay in the overall execution of their
process.
In this experiment, we compare different selection strategies for choosing which thread running on what node should
be stopped. The goal is to determine which strategy minimizes the reconfiguration overhead. First of all, we logged
the number of tasks and processes that were rescheduled
and migrated as the corresponding thread was stopped.
From this, it can be seen that the random selection strategy (Figure 7e) appears to reschedule more tasks and migrate more processes than the smart selection strategy (Figure 7d). When running the same workload, the number of
reconfiguration actions is approximately the same, but the
height of the peaks is much lower, as the smart selection
strategy chooses the nodes with the least amount of work to
be repeated. This leads to an decrease of the overall execution time of 10.6 seconds (Figure 6).
In this figure we also combine the selection strategies
with a different choice of reconfiguration actions (kill vs.
stop). As the results indicate, the dominant factor regarding
execution time is the reconfiguration action. Both selection
strategies perform better by using the kill method instead of
the stop method for stopping dispatcher threads. The reason
for this is that when using the stop method, reconfiguration
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degradation by 5 dispatchers tasks are rescheduled at t=230.
At t=250 processes are rescheduled due to the configuration
change which entails stopping navigators and starting dispatchers.
The different configurations are also reflected in Figure
8d: because the number of navigators changes, the slope of
the process space also changes. When for instance comparing the number of navigators between t=40–100, t=130–210
and t=260–320, one can observe that the slope of the process space size curve becomes flatter. This is a result of the
number of navigators gradually being smaller.
Since there are no additional peaks occurring after second 310 and the system will simply execute all processes
and tasks until both spaces are empty with a stable configuration of 3 navigators and 7 dispatchers after t=450.

would require to manually determine which parts of the engine would be affected by the reconfiguration and manually stop the components running on the nodes to be replaced. As we have shown in the previous section, the autonomic controller was able to immediately detect the newly
assigned nodes and could also transparently recover and optimally reconfigure the engine when some of the nodes were
taken off-line.

6 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented the design of an autonomic workflow engine, demonstrated its self-managing
behavior and evaluated its performance. The engine runs
on a dedicated cluster of computers and can automatically
reconfigure itself based on the current workload by using
autonomic computing techniques. This is an important contribution, as workflow management systems are being more
and more applied to domains that can be characterized by
the unpredictability of their workloads, such as – for instance – process-based orchestration of Web services. In
the past, distribution has been applied to the design of many
workflow engines in order to improve their scalability and
reliability. However, very little attention has been paid to
the need for properly configuring such distributed systems.
This, in practice, remains a difficult, error-prone, manual,
and time-consuming operation, especially when deploying
the system to face an unpredictable workload. In this paper we have shown how to apply the autonomic computing
paradigm to greatly simplify the deployment and the maintenance of such systems. As our experiments indicate the
autonomic controller of JOpera can adapt the system configuration optimally to unforeseeable, changing workload
characteristics. The system furthermore takes failures into
account and adapts the system’s configuration accordingly.
Although the results presented in this paper were obtained
with relatively homogeneous workloads, we will explore
the effects of workloads with more complex characteristics
as part of future work as the system is deployed in realistic
production settings.

5.5 Discussion
Although it is not impossible to find an optimal static
configuration for a given workload, it is very difficult to assess the workload a priori and configure the system accordingly. In our first experiments we have been able to tune the
configurations in order to execute a given workload as optimally as possible. But workloads with different characteristics lead to different optimal configurations as can be seen
in Figure 5. And if a statically configured system executes
a workload with characteristics it has not been tuned for,
its performance degrades. To overcome this, either manual reconfiguration or self-tuning plus self-configuration is
required.
As the results of the self-configuration experiment indicate, the autonomic controller was able to adapt the configuration of the workflow engine according to the variable characteristics of the workload. By combining the
workloads of the base line experiments, the autonomic controller shifted the system’s configuration between the optimal static ones. This had an impact on the overall performance, as the comparison between different versions of the
autonomic controller and the optimal static configurations
indicated (Figure 6). As expected, the smart selection strategy outperformed the random selection strategy. With it, the
impact of a reconfiguration is minimized, as the least number of tasks have to be restarted when stopping a dispatcher.
Combining the smart selection strategy for stopping threads
with the kill reconfiguration action leads to the most significant speedup compared to the static configurations. Overall,
for all combinations of a selection strategy with a stopping
action the autonomic engine performed better than a statically configured one.
The self-healing experiment reflects a common situation
in the lifetime of a cluster-based system, where nodes are
rotated as some of them may have to be taken off-line for
maintenance. With traditional systems, such intervention
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